
English Cave Rediscovery Project Overview 
 
At the August 2019 Director’s meeting the Benton Park Neighborhood Association President, 
(BPNA) Don Morgan, asked the English Cave Community Garden Committee and their 
sub-committee the English Cave Recovery Project to produce a general outline regarding 
“rediscovering” English Cave within the footprint of the English Cave Community Garden.  This 
document  will be shared on the BPNA website. (I will also run this by the English Cave Steering 
Committee whose 24 members have a great depth of knowledge about the cave and we have 
been working very well as a Team since early 2018.) The Overview covers the start of Phase 1 
drilling all the way to collective ideas on how to operate and manage English Cave to benefit the 
growth and well being of the Benton Park neighborhood. So let’s start with a famous color 
painting during the heyday of the cave’s use in roughly the 1840’s. 
 
 

 
Citizens entering English Cave in the late 1840’s. (Painting in the holdings 

of the Missouri Historical Society) 
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 HISTORICAL REVIEW AND IMPORTANCE TO ST. LOUIS AND  
THE BENTON PARK NEIGHBORHOOD.   OTHER PROJECT TYPES. 

 
When we read the Benton Park branding text “Brewing the Best Since 1866” I always think of 
changing the date to 1826 when allegations first surface of use of English Cave for storing and 
brewing beer. But on August 11, 1843 the Daily Missouri Republican  newspaper published an 
article called “The Cave” denoting the brewery uses. Now we have land sales contracts found 
by historical enthusiast Chris Naffziger. The 1848 contract is on the purchase of land around the 
cave by Captain Ezra English and when the St. Louis Brewery was in full swing he owned 7.200 
acres at max and had a key partner in Issac McHose.  
 
In the time leading up to 1866 the brewing business had failed and the contents in the cave 
auctioned off. Ezra lost some acreage to the expansion of the City Cemetery and then in 1866 
Benton Park was created. But use of the cave continued on as a gathering spot and the focus 
shifted to wine, mushroom farming (1888) and wine again (1893) with the arrival of the Paul 
Wack Winery. During that same time in 1888 the Benton Park Addition caused more severe loss 
of the cave’s garden and festival grounds with houses built facing the park on the former 
Wisconsin Street and along the south side of Arsenal. 
 
Paul Wack spent many years trying to sell the cave and property around it to no avail. The last 
recorded use of the cave was in 1919 when a Jacob Lorenz had a mushroom farm and a 
“Private Luxury Garden” on the current Community Garden site. So this year we celebrate the 
100th year anniversary of the Jacob Lorenz effort!! St. Louis’s best asset is its history especially 
in Benton Park that has a National Historic District designation. Developing this cave will help 
the neighborhood be culturally strong, be relevant to new home buyers and help endorse 
cross-city efforts to recover other caves and brewery structures that have been sadly neglected.  
 
For one such active idea please visit this link on Facebook concerning a notable recovery plan 
in the College Hill area called “Spengler’s Cave.” https://www.facebook.com/spenglerscave/ 
 
We should also verbally elevate rehab possibilities at the now abandoned Consumers Brewery 
Company /Falstaff Brewing Corporation at Gravois and Shenandoah Ave. which are in the 
Benton Park neighborhood. 
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DRILLING PHASE 1 

 
 

This is 
the drill 
rig that 
will be 
used. 

 
Geotechnology, Inc., who worked on Busch Stadium, will be conducting the drilling from 1-3  
days in the Fall/Winter of 2019/2020 if all steps approved. Geotechnology has a small, low 
impact drill rig that is perfect for drilling in the garden.  
The unit will be working in an open area away from the gardener’s planting boxes and other 
plants. Minor inconveniences are expected during drilling like matted grass and a little bit of 
mud, but these can quickly be cleaned up or restored when the drilling is complete.  
Our drill hole locations are selected based on historical research. These holes have a significant 
probability of rediscovering English Cave. The three holes will be 5-7 feet apart.  These 
staggered patterns allow for the best chance of finding the cave. When a void is encountered, 
which indicates a cave, the next step will be to send an electronic device, like a camera or 
LIDAR down the hole to verify what area of the cave we are in.  
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The key thing about observing the cave from within as there are additional sealed up entrances 
on garden property that could be opened to provide a second way out. Look at this Paul Wack 
sales ad that expresses an “entrance” when listing the attributes of the garden on  
Provenchere Place. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This map shows the proposed drill locations with red X’s. 
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Carrol Cave has an example of a 
capped cave drilled entrance 
 

 
 
DRILLING EXPENSES 

 
Geotechnology, Inc. is providing the first day’s drilling at no cost and they deserve our highest 
regard and thankfulness in this historic effort. Each additional day of drilling cost $2,500.00. 
If the drilling goes all three days, the capping fees would be $750.00. (or $250.00 for the second 
and third day) 
 
FUNDING 
 
One plan is for the BPNA and private donors to split the costs for days 2 and 3, if needed. The 
breakdown of costs is as follows: 
 

  BPNA Cost Private Donations Total Cost 
DAY 2 COST  $1375.00 $1375.00 $2,750.00  
DAY 3 COST  $1375.00 $1375.00 $2,750.00 
Note: These figures include the capping expenses of $750.00 divided by three days. 
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DRILLING OVERVIEW 
 

When a connection is made, the next step would be to enlarge the hole to provide for human 
exploration. Drilling holes and enlarging them is a common practice among the organized 
caving community in Missouri like the Missouri Speleological Survey; and we will utilize their 
expertise.  Based on the geology of the hole, simple rungs may be installed to facilitate human 
exploration.  
 
 

FUNDRAISING IDEAS - WHO ARE OUR SUPPORTERS AND AFFINITY GROUPS THAT 
WOULD ENDORSE THE PLAN? 

 
There are five core support groups which have many participants in St. Louis and nationwide. 
Our fundraising efforts will be directed at these groups. 
 
1.) The beer consumers and Brewers. English Cave was the first to scale up operations with 
using a cave under the “St. Louis Brewery” title. 
2.) Historians and those who like to connect with historic structures; in St. Louis that is generally 
the 1800’s.  
3.) The cavers or spelunkers. St. Louis and Missouri have a rich cave story to tell and Missouri 
is nicknamed the “Cave State.” (What do you know about Cherokee Cave and Museum?) 
4.) Mushroom farming was pioneered locally in English Cave by the St. Louis Cultivated 
Mushroom Company in 1888. Mushroom growing has seen a resurgence across America lately. 
5.) Wine consumers - The cave hosted the Paul Wack Winery. (Should we include bowling? We 
have found two references to a “ten pin” bowling alley used in the cave.)  
 
If the need arises for a public fundraising campaign such as “Go Fund Me” we will update this 
page accordingly. (Remember, our email address is englishcave@bentonpark.com.) 
 
 
 WHAT WILL THE CAVE BE USED FOR AND HOW WILL ACCESS OCCUR? 

 
We would like your opinions of course but as a “garden above” one thing would be to establish a 
Mushroom Farming Research Station. The cave would also make an effective root cellar.  
 
Nowadays to visit a cave you have to express a reason or activity such as a bat survey, taking 
photographs as part of an ongoing image survey or taking notes on construction details used by 
the builders of the operation. Small groups of guided tours are probable. 
Much of this will be determined by the BPNA executive board and the membership and also by 
insurance agents and brokers as well as city 'leaders'. Then there is the option to split off and 
form a new organization that would preserve the garden boxes yet also implement the cave 
recovery. There is room for both. Let’s make this happen St. Louis!! 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion the English Cave Garden Committee has worked hard over the last 14 years to 
effectively bring you Benton Park’s equivalent of opening “King Tut’s Tomb” with our own local 
artifacts a mere 47 feet underground!. We encourage you to support the recovery of this once in 
a lifetime, “Class 10” project so that you and your Family can walk again in the footsteps of Ezra 
English, Issac McHose, Paul Wack and Jacob Lorenz.  
 
Thank you all! 
English Cave Garden Committee 
English Cave Recovery Project 
englishcave@bentonpark.com 
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